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Iblock for cars

Car anti-theft control unit for petrol engines

IBlock is an additional anti-theft car compatible with 
gasoline engines. IBlock uses a sophisticated chip 
tuning which protects the vehicle from theft to 
robbery and integrates the function of increase in 
torque (NM). The electronic anti-theft system is 
based on a correspondence of signals between the 
control unit and the transponder that the driver will 
always with him. In case of theft of the car, the 
attacker will not be able to walk away because the 
anti-robbery unit iBlock not getting any signal, 
disable the accelerator of the car within a minute. 
The system can be disabled by the driver owner in 
case of blocks unpleasant or emergency situations.

The control anti-theft iBlock

IBlock is the first additional unit antirobbery increase with integrated torque that makes use of 
an advanced chip tuning.
Thanks to the intelligent connection system between the ECU and transponder, the safety of 
the car is completely guaranteed: If an attacker tries to steal the car, iBlock within one minute 
turn off the accelerator, so the car will no longer be usable.

Installation

Installing the electronic antitheft car iBlock is simple: with special cable is connected to the 
accelerator pedal not interfering or compromising the operation of the controller of the original 
series.
The kit includes a transponder equipped with batteries slim guaranteed 2 years and a special 
additional electronic switch that allows the owner to disable the control unit iBlock in case of 
emergency.

Engines on which you can install the control unit



The electronic module robbery can be installed on all cars equipped with electronic throttle 
control.

Example of wiring harness installation

Through the original wiring supplied installation time of the add-on module Mpower Sprint is 
very low, it will not be appropriate to make changes to the original car.

Package Contents

- Add-on iBlock
- Wiring the original installation
- 02 Transponder Key
- Processing Software (Reserved exclusively for installers only)

Telephone technical support

Telephone assistance, additional to that email provides the technical support for the products 
and services provided by electronic Celeste Car Tuning.


